COMMUNITY DRIVEN
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Tania Turner - Fondo Semillas

Todos Somos parte del movimiento

Fondo Feminista

Acompañamiento
ponerlas a ellas y su voz en el centro

El cómo es muy importante

Apoyo a organizaciones y movimientos de mujeres

Principios

Transparencia
Compartir el poder
Co-responsabilidad

Proceso de aprendizaje constante y orgánico
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vivir en el
y
compartir
no solo en el
dar

Tania Turner
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Participatory ways bring opportunities to share responsibility and ownership, and learn together.

Kutlwano Pearl Magashula
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Participation requires deep understanding of contexts and needs

Kutlwano Pearl Magashula
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SOME FOUNDATIONS

Give general operating support

+ give indicators of what they want to see

THIS IS NOT POWER SHARING
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Try to build a community around GRANTEES to involve them
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A massive part of this is about creating trust & space to grow.
We are beginning to see these PRINCIPLES IMPLEMENTED in a range of philanthropic organizations from LARGE to small especially among human rights funders.
How to move towards additive processes?

Extractive Process  vs  Additive Process
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During COVID-19, new grants easy to apply have emerged! How can we keep this adaptability & flexibility?
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How CAN WE COPE?

Not having enough staff to deal with all of the GRANT APPLICATIONS?
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Lack of accessibility for activists with disabilities

WELCOME TO ALL!
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